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Senate Democrats
seek war funds end
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WASHINGTON lAPi - Senate Democrats agreed overwhelmingly yesterday to support legislation cutting off
funds for the Vietnam war.
The 36-12 vote in the Senate
Democratic Conference followed a 15475 vote of House Democrats who
adopted the same position Tuesday and
ignored a White House warning that
such action by Congress could prolong
peace negotiations.
Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield (D-Mont.l said he saw no
chance that the fund cutoff policy could
be translated into legislation by Jan
20. when President Nixon begins his
second term
But Chairman J W Fulbright (DArk.) of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee told the Senate, I believe

Housing code revision sought
By Deaals Seeds
Staff Reporter
The Planning and Zoning Committee
of Bowling Green City Council is considering improving the Wood County
Combined Health District Code as one
of the possible alternatives to the
proposed city housing code
Dr. Thomas Anderson, chairman of
the committee, said yesterday his
group is studying several plans to
enact a type of housing code.
HE SAID the proposed housing code
for the city is being revised in order to
present a fairer code to the public.
Dr. Anderson said one of the alterna-

tives would be to improve the county
code, which he called, "not stringent
enough in some areas, and not enforced
enough."
He said he thought some of the provisions of the proposed city code could
be added to the county code and perhaps two persons could be hired to
supplement the three members of the
County health department.
"By having an improved county
code, you can plan for conditions eight
years from now instead of just this
spring." Dr. Anderson said
He explained that only structures
within the city limits would come
under a city code, but in a county code

all structures in the county would be
regulated.
"For example. Varsity Square
Apartments is just outside the city
limits. Unless someone petitioned city
council to annex the land, they would
never be in the city and never come
under a city code," he said.
ONE PROVISION of the proposed
code which city council would favor is
the housing appeals board. Dr. Anderson said.
The board could hear appeals to the
code and grant variances in the code.
Dr. Anderson said the housing code
proposal is receiving more attention
than the rental licensing ordinance

since the ordinance is merely a type of
enforcement of the code
The ordinance would require landlords to obtain licenses to rent their
units, subject to the provisions of the
code.
"I'M NOT going to spend years
trying to get some kind of code
passed," he said, noting that with three
council readings and public hearings
the code would require some time to be
enacted.
Hi Anderson said, to his knowledge,
the time it would take to have the
county health department approve a
housing amendment would be shorter.

that Congress can and should act
decisively immediately after the
inauguration."
LEGISLATION to cut off funding for
military operations in Indochina and to
require total withdrawal of all U.S.
forces within 60 days was introduced in
the Senate by Sens Edward W Brooke
(R-Mass l and Alan Cranston (DCalif ) and a bipartisan group of 18 cosponsors.
Like the Democratic policy statement sponsored by Sen Edward M.
Kennedy iD-Massl. the bill would
allow use of funds only for defense of
withdrawing forces conditioned upon
release of American prisoners of war
and an accounting of Americans
missing in action.

informing Congress of the bombing
decision.
Meanwhile, retiring Defense Secretary Melvin Laird accepted an invitation to testify Monday in open session
before the House Armed Services Committee, in the first appearance before
Congress of a Cabinet officer certain to
be questioned about the December
bombing

Negotiators
resume talks

Adoption of the fund cutoff resolution
in the Senate Democratic Conference
followed rejection by one vote. 24-23. of
a proposal by Sen Henry M. Jackson
ID-Wash.) that the majority leader
invite President Nixon to explain to
Congress the breakdown of peace negotiations in Paris in December and the
massive bombing of North Vietnam
that followed.
MANSFIELD SPOKE against the
Jackson motion in what he called later
"an emotion-packed conference."
"I felt the responsibility should not
be placed on me," Mansfield told newsmen.
Sen Frank Church (D-ldahol said
there were two big reasons for defeat
of the Jackson resolution: one. that
Mansfield had not asked for any such
authority, and second, that the administration has declined to go through
regular committee procedures in

PARIS I API - The United States
called yesterday for reconciliation and
an end to bitterness in the Vietnam
peace talks, but North Vietnam's
response was sharp
"While B52s continue carpetbombing
on the territory of our country,
provoking mourning and devastation,"
the l'.nun envoy replied in the semipublic session, "today at this
conference the American delegation
tells us that this is not the moment for
rancor but is the moment to heal the
wounds."
The North Vietnamese also charged
that the United States and South
Vietnam are trying to perpetuate the
division of Vietnam.
South Vietnam argued it was fighting
against annexation by the North.
With a new round of secret sessions
between Henry A. Kissinger and Le
Due Tho scheduled to begin Monday,
the weekly four-party peace talks
resumed after suspension of U.S.
bombing of Hanoi but were as
deadlocked as ever over the basic
question of South Vietnamese
sovereignty.

Rothe suggests policy innovations...
By Sc.lt Scredea
M..«iin« F.dltor
What possible changes can students
expect after Dr Kenneth Rothe. the
new University provost, assumes his
post next June0
-An attempt to change the present
academic advising system:
-More programs to help freshmen
and sophomores adjust to the
University;
-A more equal opportunity for
women to meet the same admission
standards as men:
-Continuing recruitment of minority
students.
ALTHOUGH Dr Rothe did not know
the specifics of some student programs
here, he related his experiences at the
University of Pennsylvania in an
attempt to compare them to similar
programs here.
Dr. Rothe helped change the
academic advising system at Penn
from a situation in which each faculty
member was assigned a student to
what he calls "semi-professional"
advising.
He said a substantial number of

faculty members didn't know what to
do with the incoming freshmen
"Sometimes they had nothing in
common with the student they were
supposed to be advising. And they
didn't know any of the rules or
regulations, or any of the natural
questions a freshman has." Dr Rothe
said
He said he helped set up an office on
campus where students could talk to
faculty that were interested and
willing to spend their time with
students.
THESE FACULTY members
received a decrease in their class
loads,
and released time from
the university.
He said under this system students
could receive help from faculty
members who were interested in
student problems and needs.
"The student needs someone to help
him," Dr. Rothe said. "In, this
instance, what we basically did was
change the advising system from a
random, decentralized system to a
specialized, interested one," he said.
He said since Bowling Green's
present advising system works almost

the same as Penn's old system, he
would like similar changes made here.
The Freshman Seminar program
was another project initiated by Dr.
Rothe in an attempt to bring freshmen
in closer contact with faculty and the
university environment.
THIS PROGRAM took place in the
first four or five weeks of the student's
first semester on campus
It involved faculty members talking
to a group of no more than 20 freshmen
for an hour or two each week.
"It wasn't a mandatory thing, but we
got the residence counselors involved
in getting the students to these
meetings," Dr. Rothe said.
"The purpose of the meetings is for
the freshman to find out why he is
here, to find out something about the
university, and find out where he wants
to go."
He said the freshman program
included at least one class each
semester that would hold a maximum
of 16 students.
"This assumes that the student can
meet with a faculty member up close."
Dr. Rothe said.

with University admissions policies
here, but could not understand why the
student population had to be divided
equally between males and females.
ADMISSION officers here have said
because of the university policy of
accepting 50 per cent men and 50 per
cent women in each year's freshman
class, some women must have higher
grade point averages to be admitted.
However, Richard Edwards,
executive assistant to University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr., said
yesterday the admissions policy is
being revised and changes are due
soon. He did not state any specific
changes.
"I haven't heard the justification for
the policy," Dr. Rothe said.
He served on the Council Committee

on Admissions and Financial Aid at
Penn. and helped change some of its
admission policies.
"Before changes were implemented,
the admissions policy favored certain
types of people, and final selection of
applicants was decided on the criteria
of whom the admissions officer liked."
he said.
Dr Rothe also said faculty and
students had no input to the selection of
applicants
HE SAID the selection process at
Penn now includes a committee made
up of students, faculty and administrators who receive and review
information on the applicants' high
school records.
He said at least two persons read
each applicant's high school record

He said he was not totally familiar

...freshman year 'crucial'
Dr. Kenneth W. Rothe. newly
appointed provost, said yesterday the
first two years ol college study
"require extensive expenditure of
faculty effort
"Time was when...general education
in the freshman and sophomore years
was a nice way to ensure well-rounded
graduates," Dr. Rothe said.
"It now may be that this experience
has become as much a must for job
retention in later years as the more
vocation-oriented education of the
junior and senior years."
Speaking before faculty members in
the Grand Ballroom, Union, Dr. Rothe
said the first two years are "crucial in
expanding intellectual horizon*."
HE SAID during the freshman year,
the student will only encounter other
students in large lecture classes.
"By the end of the year, the nearest

he may have managed to get to a fulltime faculty member is 40 feet," Dr.
Rothe said.
He said in one year, "cynicism can
replace fervor."
Dr. Rothe said the growth and
mobility that characterized university
faculties across the country in the
1960s has now changed to a period of
stability.
"Reallocation and rejuvenation are
faculty realities of the seventies," he
said.
He said support from the federal
government for most faculty research
projects has now stopped, although
some federal money is still given to
established scholars and researchers.
Dr. Rothe said the university must not
allow "a national approach to higher
education which decouples teaching
from research."
DR.

ROTHE

quoted

John

W.

Gardner, former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, when he commented on the changing role of the university president and administrator.
"In recent times, administrator has
become something of a dirty word-the
only one not spelled with four letters
and the only one that no one has risen
to defend," Dr. Rothe said.
"College presidents and deans live in
an atmosphere of more or less continuous heckling...," he said. And
because of this heckling, Dr. Rothe
said the administrator has become
"more sensitive to the real needs of the
academic community."
He said administrations and
administrators should exist "to
enhance the basic learning process."
He said creating a college of health
sciences, new majors. Little College
and the Cluster Colleges "represent
concrete attempts to match sentiment
with positive action."

Provost
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before deciding on which applications
to accept.
"The process also included
immediate input from three segments
of the university," Dr. Rothe said.
He said in recent years Penn has set
up a program to recruit more women
to the university. He said before this
the ratio of men to women there was
two-to-one
Dr. Rothe also served on the
Committee of Disadvantaged Black
Students at Penn, and made a
committment to increase the black
student population at the university.
"You have to try to understand the
background of a black student more
than that of a while," he said. "When
considering the application and
recruitment of black students, you
really can't look at their class rank, as
you can for whites." he said.
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The Niion administration's recent freeze on emergency loan
funds demonstrates an outrageous misplacement of national
priorities.
According to administration spokesmen, the action was taken
Dec. 27 to counteract inflation and to adhere to a $250 billion
budget ceiling for federal spending.
The freeze ruled out the chances of new loans to farmers who
suffered crop losses because of the wet weather during the fall
and the early winter
And after Jan. 15. no new aid applications will be accepted
from areas damaged by tropical storm Agnes last spring. This
also applies to the Rapid City, South Dakota flood disaster area.
Farm conservation programs including the Rural Environmental Assistance Program are also affected by the freeze.
We question the necessity of cutbacks in these areas. Defense
spending also comes under the category of federal spending
Why are cutbacks made in programs that promote and
improve lile and living conditions instead ol in programs
promoting the destruction of life and land7
Providing federal assistance to victims of natural disasters
and helping them gel back on their feel should be one of our
highest priorities.
This assistance cutoff is a sad example of the value the present
Administration places on life.

criminal code
We commend the Ohio General Assembly and Governor John
J. Gilligan for their efforts to update the slate's criminal code.
Last month state legislators approved and Gov. Gilligan signed
a bill eliminating or modifying hundreds of outmoded sections of
the code.
The revision changed Ohio's law on capital punishment,
legalized fornication, adultery and homosexual relations
between consenting adults, altered sentencing procedures and
officially created a shock parole program
Although we still do not condone the death penalty, the revision
did bring Ohio s capital punishment law more in line with the
U.S. Supreme Court's contention that the death penalty can
constitute "cruel and unusual punishment'' because of the
arbitrary manner in which it is often used.
We also commend state officials for finally acknowledging that
men, as well as women, can be victims of sexual offenses. As of
Jan 1.1974. women may also be convicted of rape.
Also encouraging was the legislature's liberalized attitude
toward sex - both in and out of marriage.
In other areas, the legislature agreed to continue to exempt
doctors,
lawyers,
priests,
ordained
clergy,
newsmen,
psychologists and those treating drug addicts from a law
requiring persons to report any known felonies to the police.
Failure to meet this requirement can result in 30 days in jail a
£50 fine oi both
The new code also officially establishes a shock parole system
following six months of imprisonment.
The revised statutes don't solve all of Ohio's problems.
Legislators did not touch such controversial subjects as abortion
laws and drug abuse provisions.
Rut the new rode, signed into law Dec. 22, is a step in the right
direction
Considering the revision represents the first complete review
of the code since 1815, we must congratulate the legislature for
successfully completing what must be viewed as a monumental
task.

By William FBsckley Jr.
I note, on the eve of the New Year,
the greeting cards that bear the wish of
the sender that the recipient have a
"prosperous new year."
Until quite recently the word
prosperous was widely used to convey
something other than the sender's wish
lhat his friend's salary might be
raised, or the profits of his corporation
rise from five per cent on gross after
taxes to six percent.
A prosperous estate used to suggest ■ health, happiness, joy even Granted,
in certain circumstances it costs
money to achieve health, and even to
achieve certain kinds ol happiness and
joy
BUT NOWADAYS the accent is
stubbornly, narrowly, materialist, to
judge 11 urn the public emphasis.
In a recent discussion about political
contributions with the new chairman of
the Democratic party I learned
something I confess I had never
thought of.
The confession is intended to convey
not that there is little that is recondite
I have not thought ol. but that there is
much which is obvious I have not
thought about.
Mr. Robert Strauss said that an
important reason why a contributor to
political partiesQl candidates wants to
maintain the privacy of Ins gift isn't
that he doesn't wanl it known that he is
seeking to excit levciage on public
policy, or to buy himself an
ambassadorship, or the usual business
What he doesn't wanl is - that his
wife should know about it.
THE SCENE IS as follows. Wife and
husband are silting at the breakfast
table reading the morning paper, and
she sees the list of recently published
contributions to Senatoi George
McGovern
Lazily her eye goes down the page
and slops at the name John T
Sylvester $10,000
Obviously another John T Sylvester,
thinks Mrs John T. Sylvester, but then
her eye moves on towards that
identideation which is specified bv the
distrustful new election law and she
reads. "John T Sylvester, $10,000.
architect. Cincinnati, Ohio
she looks left i" her husband, who
only a month ago denied hei i tin coat
and a month before that a trip to
Kurope. and the month belore that a
new car lor their daughter - with
loathing
Per wrath, ol c ourse has nothing lo
do with George McGo\ern
Pis
motives are not materialist in the
least.
But the public presumption is to the
contrary, and the cost of indulging this
presumption is the loss of privacy
I FOUND MR. Straus's argument

opinion

help co-op-help yourselves
-;
It's finally working' II you've
I} stopped over at the Centres liuildiiig to
'check out the books on the Co-Op's
^...shelves this is probably what you
7£j;fHoughl
;£' After years ol struggle this is what

i

the Co-Op workers are thinking also
And it is working thanks lo everyone
The first day this quarter was
confusing, to say the least, as a handful
ol volunteers rushed around trying to

■me BG news
Editorial Staff
katherine I. batton
j. notr Mredon
kathleen m froze
onn m. hofbavar
.curtii In. hoilell
frederk r ortlia
marcka j. lamer
joan c geill
patrkia I. bailey

IN ORDER TO continue its
operation, however, the Co-Op is going
to be needing more volunteers, people
who want to get involved with the
operations and people who just wanl to
donate a few hours a week to
help out If you are one of these people
it would be appreciated if you left your
name and phone number at the Co-Op

Butinen Staff
bu.ine.. manager
adverting manager
.ale. manager

vaughn o. rocfchold
John g. pollock
mkhool |. voUnlini

Editorial and tusinett OHkei 106 University Hall
Phono 372-2003
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SOME BOOKS barely saw the shell
at all and they just couldn l be shelved
last enough! The people who lound the
books they wanted could noi be more
contented with the prices.
This all shows that sludents are tired
of the bookstores overpricing policies
and have found the BG Co-Op lo be just
the alternative
The Co-Op has
strength and will continue to increase
its selection and services.
The Centrex Building space is almost
loo small already The students who
are using the Co-Op's services now are
helping it grow while helping
themselves
This indicates that the people at
Bowling Green can work together for a
common, beneficial goal

An Independent Student Voice

odilor
managing editor
new. editor
editorial editor
makeup editor
•port, editor
photo editor
copyeditor
entertainment editor

help as many people as they could.
Some books were sold still hot from the
seller's hand
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An open meeting is scheduled for this
Sunday at 7:30 lor all friends of the BG
Co-Op. A friend ol the Co-Op is anyone
who cares at all about its services and
operations.
The Co-Op is finally working and it's
you making it work Pelpitgrow'
Marilynn Newton
Co-Op Worker

devastating: it is always safer to bet on
the right of privacy. Must we repeal
privacy? Even in order to be
democratic''
A few weeks before the election I
undertook, for the benefit of a publiclibrary, to debate with a renowned
gentleman
and scholar who.
temporarily bereft of his senses,
argued for the election ol Mi
McGovern. my job being to take the
opposite position.
It was a gaudy affair and in order to
tie down our services we had been
approached by the sponsoring
committee with the guarantee of our
customary
fees
for
public
appearances
At the press conference immediately
before the event a gentleman reporter
limn one of the local newspapers
looked up at me and said "Are you
contributing your fee to the librarv?"

A precedent flashed through my
mind I had read about it 20 years ago.
The Parvard historian. Bernard de
Voto. was lecturing in the provinces, in
opposition to Senator Joe McCarthy, or
whatever, and a gentleman got up
during the question period and said.
"Mr. de Voto. are you a Communist?"
To which de Volo's reply was: "Are
you an adulterer?"

THE

REPLY COMPRESSED a

great deal of subtle reasoning.
Anyway, shouldn I we all resist as a
matter of course questions that poach
on one's privacy, superordinate the
economic consideration over other
considerations, and are impertinent to
the public question....?
So I said Bernard de Voto-wise:
What does your newspaper pay you?"
I thought that would throw cold water
on the questioner, and a fortiori on his
question

But to my horror, the reporter
without a moment's hesitation began
to recite to the whole company his
daily wage, his overtime, fringe
benefits - before I could ssy - STOP! I
didn't really want lo know!
Money They all want to know. Mr.
So and So. on his appointment to the
Circuit Court of Appeals, will receive the blessings of his priest or rabbi? The
congratulations of Oliver Wendell
Polmes
III?
The
hidden
communication from Fatima?
No 344.725 SO per year That's what
they want to know about things, and
even as they say it. and ask about it.
they think, a lot of them, that they are
making the point that man does not live
by bread alone
Bread! Speaking of which I wish you
all a prosperous New Year.

everybody ploys
SO* since Parker Brothers has

there are other obsolete
ouauunesscs like the card which
dlrei Is the unlucky playei who draws
it to pay |i
lax nl $15 No welfare
crisis then

sold more than 40.000,000 of them since
Charles Parrow, an unemployed
healing eiigmeei. invented the game in
1333
They're still being manufactured .it
the rate of 211.000 a day, and there's no
end of ways to play the game
College students have played it on a
board a city block square, using huge,
foam rubber due that were tossed by
being dropped from a third-story
window; scuba divers have played it
under water, and every year in Detroit
they have S Monopoly tournament
played by ladies and gentlemen
in dinner clothes

AND HOW ABOUT the preDepartment "i Defense space on the
board ili.ii •-.us Income Tax. Pay 10
per cent or 1200"? That'll give the
Russians the wrong idea about
America,
But according lo Parker Brothers,
what the Russians don i like about the
gainc is that it imbues the players wiih
an anti-SOCial spirit of competitive
avarice; not that the makers have
failed to keep up with the times by
changing Marvin Gardens to ITT
Influence "i Vermont Avenue to
Lockheed Bailout.

By Nicholas von Hoffman
Ovei Christmas a Monopoly set
drilled into the bouse Pardly a rare

'" ii

THEY PLAY IT In England wheie
Boardwalk is called M.ivl.in and they
play it in Japan where Boardwalk is
called who knows what
The game is manufactured in 15
languages, which range from your
conventional
r'rench-ltalian-German
to Greek. I'ebrew. Flemish and
Chinese.
It's banned in llussia. although
Parker Brothers reports it has been
displayed there at American trade
expositions whereupon the Soviet
citizenry has swiped them in highly
unsoeialistic fashion.
It may be that those sets were made
off with by Russian economics
professor! who wanted to use the game
as a demonstration of the monstrous
workings of American monopoly
capitalism.
THAT WOULD be a mistake because
the game is hopelessly out of date
Would anybody on this side of the Iron
Curtain give 3200 for the Pennsylvania
Railroad''
And where, in God's name, are you
going to find the FREE PARKING
space diametrically across the board
from GO and collect $200 for passing
same'
In the belle epoque when Mr Dai row
invented Monopoly, it appears that
only Baltic and Mediterranean
Avenues were in Atlantic City's low
rent district i Monopoly gets its place
names from there I. but now the town,
or an awfully good part of it. is a
honky-tonk slum

To IK- up to date there should be at
least I'" Community I'hesi card that
reads
Youi wat ilant had a cost
overrun Proceed in GO and collect
$1,000.
The Russians .ire right The game
doe. inculcate an itchy-palm
acquisitively ts .n the young.
•DADDY," SAYS the 10-year-old,
I'll buy Park Place from you for $500
That's a $150 gain and it's tax

deductible "
The poor kid 1'e doesn't know about
price controls, but Grandmother is hip.
She diaws the caid that says. "You
have been elected chairman of Ihe
board Pay each player 3H.'
She pays up, grumbling that.
Nowadays. It's the other way around
You pay the chairman "
The id vc.ii .iid is still exhibiting
socialist tendencies "You owe me $16
rent lor New York Avenue." he says.

"But 1 wouldn't have evicted you
anyway. Grandmother "
THE 17-YEAR-OLD boy s got the
message "You land on my hotel and
you have to pay 3600, Grandmother "
"I haven't got it," she laments, so
the big boy says. "I'll make a deal with
you. Grandmother "
"No deals." Grandmother replies
"It's a real land scandal. My idea was
not to own property, but I got rooked."
"No deals." agrees the 10-year-old.
"No deals for me I'm the clean one in
this family," but as he says it his old
man puts the squeeze on him for $800.
apologizing. "I wouldn't do it to you
son. but your big brother is doing it to
me. and that s business "
■•YOU'RE
LAND-POOR,"
Grandmother sniffs in disapproval as
she draws a card lhat says, "Receive
$25 for services "
Everybody at the table wonders what
kind of service comes so cheap, while
big brother shakes the dice and goes
directly to jail, does not pass GO and
does not collect $200, although i'
doesn't say on the card that he was
arrested for smoking pot.
Little brother chuckles, but big
brother is perfectly happy to stay
behind bars, thereby avoiding payment
of rent on Daddy's hotels.
Grandmother isn't so lucky. There
being no card which reads, "You have
been arrested for heckling the
President Go to jail." she lands on one
of her son's mini-conglomerates and
cries out. "I can't pay! I'm bankrupt!
I'll go make lunch
The boys set up a clamor for land
reform, but the old man tells them to
get with Litton Industries and keep the
game out of Russia
I
SinSI II

let's hejar from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns.
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
letters should be a maximum ol 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits or with respect to Ihe laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Pall
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2 proposals suggested

City to revamp wards
City Council must decide i
on one ol two proposals
calling for redistricting
Bowling Green political
wards by next Dec. IS, as
required by the newly
accepted city charter
Both proposals, which
were introduced at last Monday's city council meeting,
deal with equalizing ward
population according to the
number of voters registered.
The first proposal,
coordinated by Safety Service Director Wesley
i'offman, would base the
ward boundaries on the
number of registered voters
in each area The number of
people in the four wards

would range from 2,200 to
2.400.
By redistricting about 619
voters from Ward 2 to Ward
1, a sufficiently equal ratio
throughout the four wards
might be achieved.
An alternative to the first
proposal would divide the
wards by population instead
of
registered
voters.
However. Hoffman said this
seems to be unfeasible
because of a possible miscalculation in the last census.
Hoffman said Dr. Edward
Stockwell. professor of
sociology, noticed students
registered to vote here were
accounted for in the wrong
areas of the citv.

endangering the census'
credibility.
The second proposal,
coordinated by Dr. Charles
Barrell. professor of poll
tical science and city
councilman, would divide
the city into six wards of
equal distribution
Like the first proposal, the
six-ward plan would be
based on registration
because of the census miscalculations
"The second plan would
allow people more councilmen and would guarantee a
student representative in
one of the six wards, which
would be composed of

newsnoTes
Quake damage
MANAGUA. Nicaragua (AP) - The
earthquake that struck this city Dec. 23
destroyed (0,000 homes and the clean-up
effort will take two years, former President Anastasio Somoza says.
At a news conference Wednesday in
which he appealed for more aid. Somoza
estimated the total damage at $1 billion

Cairo protest
CAIRO I API
Riot police rein
lorcements arrived at suburban Kin
Shams University today as about 1.000
protesting students vowed to remain on
the closed campus unless authorities
drive them out or release their
imprisoned Inends
Several thousand students are on a sitdown strike inside Cairo University,
demanding greater freedom of
expression and release of students jailed

earlier

Father Berrigan
LONDON i APi - Father Daniel
Berrigan. newly arrived from meetings
with North Vietnamese delegates to the
Pans peace talks, said yesterday he

could see no early end to the war in
Indochina.
Although he refused to discuss the
substance of his talks. Father Berrigan
told reporters the North Vietnamese had
convinced him "nothing Nixon could
dream up would bring them down."
The controversial clergyman, who
served 18 months in jail for destroying
U.S. Selective Service records, joined a
small group of demonstrators outside
the US Embassy to protest against the
continuing war

Boggs tribute
NEW ORLEANS i API - A host of dignitaries, including Pat Nixon. Vice
President Spiro T Agney and former
President Johnson paid tribute yesterday to Pale Boggs. the one-time House
majority leader who has been missing
since October.
They passed through a receiving line
and were greeted by his wife shortly
before a memorial service in the St.
Louis Cathedral.
Boggs, Rep Nick Begich of Alaska
and two others were lost Oct. 16 when
their light plane disappeared over
Alaska

almost the entire campus,
he said
Dr. Barrel! said the cost of
creating two new council
posts would not hinder the
city, since the charter form
of government passed last
October abolished the positions of treasurer and city
council president, whose
salaries might be transferred to cover the pay for
two new councilmen
Regardless of which
proposal is accepted
Hoffman said because of
miscalculations in the
census, the ward organization must be based on the
registered voters in an area.
"The problem is how
many people live in (he
town and where they live
The only fair way lo redistrict the wards is by regis
(ration of voters." he said

Bombing, U.S. casualties up
SAIGON I AIM More than
100 American casualties
have been reported in Indochina since the resumption
of stepped up bombing lasl
month, and aircraft losses
now number 30 in the cost
liest air Campaign ol the
war
On the other side. Radio
Hanoi claimed yesterdav
thai 1.318 persons were
killed during the B52 ranis
and added thai (here is no
indic.iih.ii the United States
"is ready to renounce further aggression "
The
U S
Command
reversed its decision ol the
previous day and said H
would not make public its
own assessment of the bomb
damage in Hanoi and
Haiphong from Dec 26lo3H
A spokesman gave no reason
lor (he decision
Other sources indicated
(hat a directive from
Washington ordered the

Utility rates questioned
Henry W. Eckhart.
chairman of the Public
Utilities Commission of
Ohio
(PUCOl.
said
Wednesday night some
utility companies in Ohio
are charging rates in excess
of both national and
adjacent state averages
Eckhart would not say
which utility companies
were involved, but said the
three-member commission
is reviewing their rate
applications very closely."
In a 30-minute taped
interview at WBGU-TV.
Eckhart said it is PUCO's
job to regulate utilities and
see that they provide
adequate service to the
public at fair and reasonable
rates "
"AND IN DOING that, we
have to see that utility
companies get an adequate
rate of return in order for
them to stay in operation."
he said

He said the commission's
function
is primarily
legislative, delegated by the
state legislature.
When an electric, gas or
telephone utility company
wants to increase its rates,
Eckhart said it must come
to the commission and fill
out an application, showing
what its expenses and
revenues have been over a
certain amount of time, its
rate base (property used in
production of revenue I
profit and what it thinks its
company is worth
HE
SAID
utility
companies will frequently
ask for large amounts and
end up agreeing to accept
less than the original
request.
James Fullin, an attorney
for Columbia Gas of Ohio,
denied the charge that
utility companies "pad"
their requests by asking for
a high rate increase, then

receiving the amount which
they had originally planned
Eckhart said the utility
companies have usuall\
cooperated in surrendering
their records to PUCO
investigators.
In trying to decide upon a
fair rate of return, Eckhart
said the commission is
guided by a U.S. Supreme
Court decision which said
the risk that a utility
company investor must face
plays a part in determining
a fair rate of return.
Eckhart said electric
utility companies in Ohio
have the highest rate of
return, followed by gas. then
telephone.
Perhaps the most frequent
complaint against the utility
companies is that they
represent monopolies and
face
virtually
no
competition.
"Utilities are a natural
monopoly, and have been
recognized as such from the

beginning of having public
utilities." Fullin said "It
would be Inefficient and
unproductive if you had
several companies trying lo
serve you. It would cause
confusion and excess
expense "

.is sis sin en I
withheld
became ol the peace lalki
and International contro
vert) over Hanoi'* allegadons that civilian targets
were hit
Hut in Washington the
Helen sc
Depart men I
spokesman, Jerry W Fried
helm, said the Pentagon
hoped lo be able to provide
shortly a summary of the
bombing.
In Paris, the 172nd session
ol the peace (alks took
place with U.S. AmbasBadoi William J Porter
asserting thai the new year

should mark "the concluding phase of this protracted conflict " He added,
however, that he did not
"underestimate the problems which exist and which
will face us for some time."
Restating
Saigon's
demands for recognition of
two separate Vietnams and
withdrawal of all North
Vietnamese forces from the
South, the official Saigon
radio said in a commentary
yesterday that Hanoi is
beginning to realize that its
big Communist allies are no
longer backing n as solidly

Academic minority
handbook available
The new edition ol "Graduate" and Professional School
OpiMiilunilies (or Minority Students." a book describing
academic and special assistance programs for minority students, is available from the Educational Testing Service.
Included in the book is informadon provided by more than
700 schools about (heir programs in arts and sciences, business law and medicine
Each entry describes (he school's admissions standards,
fee winer policies and financial aid programs.
In addition, information is provided about the percentage
ol minority enrollment, (he number of minority faculty
members and Ihe existence of active minority recruitment

as before.
"The Hanoi Communists
are beginning to learn the
fundamentals of justice and
righteousness." the broadcast said.
"They should now realize
that the brotherhood of
socialism can also be

The
Union
Activities
Organization lUAOl will
conduct a poll next week In
determine which campus
movies students would like
to see next fall.
Eric Rosen, junior i A&S I,
who is in charge of the poll,
said students who want a
certain film (o be included
on the poll ballots may call
the UAO office. 372-2343.

SKI ASPEN
SPRING BREAK MAR. 17-25

$

269

INCLUDES: • Air Fare (From Toledo)
• Room (7 Nights)
• Lift Tickets (6 Days)

SEL DICK BOWERS
200 MEMORIAL HALL
372-2192 OR 372-2876
DEADLINE: 12 JAN. 1973

MR. MUSHROOM
SEZ

Annul 20.000 copies of the book will be distributed to black,
Mexican-American. Puerto Rican and American Indian
students and to interested organizations and counselors.
Copies may be obtained by writing to Special Services.
Educational Testing Service, Princeton. N..1.08540

Rosen said about 100 films
will be on the ballot, which
will be distributed to
students at the Jane Fonda
double
feature campus

you've been lovin' it on
tuesdays and now

show next fall will really
depend on the response of
the poll," Rosen said "If we
get a high response on 50
films, we'll schedule 50
films."
l.'e said some of the
students preferences for
films could be honored as
early as this spring.

STUDENTS should bring a
pencil or pen to mark the
ballots About 600 ballots
will be printed.
"The number ol dims we

Earrings on
Both Walls

77C
PURPLE MUSHROOM
904 E. W00STER

Hogil 1.11 lhl« Sal
U 30IO400PM
Cloud San S MOD

Now Appearing

announces

2 For 1

Yes, with the purchase of a large Pizza, you
will receive 3 16-oz. cokes at no extra charge.

Continuous Sill — No limit
Youi Choice

THE DEN

Fri. & Sat.

FREE COKE NIGHT!

per pair

DOMINOS
352-5221

"DELIVERANCE"

DOMINO'S HAS IT ON
FRIDAYS TOO!

"I am Back"

All 3000

programs

movies I Klute' and "They
Shoot
Horses.
Don'l
They1 i on Friday. Jan. 12.
and Saturday. Jan. 13.

hollow For while American
bombs wreaked havoc in the
North. American wheat was
being unloaded at Odessa,
and while the 18th of March
plant' was being destroyed,
people in Peking were
recalling the euphoria of
earlier handshakes."

STUDENTS - FACULTY - TOWNSPEOPLE

UAO to poll film favorites

Attention Pizza Fans

Free Cokes and your
Pizza Fast, Hot & Great,
as Usual. So, Get it!
Call 352-5221

Ungthy line* farce Unhrerony Bookitw. cathten to eitona*
Student Service* Mdg., bi erdei to occommeaWe
Txmrvst nvfrtsMr ••?
students purchasing teirh) ISK this quarter'! dosses.

Book lines

at

YEAR END
CLEARANCE

20% to 50%
OFF REGULAR STOCK

BACHELORS 111
893 S. Main

Now Taking Reservations
for Teas

THE DEN

4 Th. BO
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Gilligan slams war funding policy
He made the charge at a
news conference at which he
said Ohio is asking the
federal government for
permission to use 11 5
million in emergency funds
to back loans for Ohio
farmers.
An estimated 65,000 Ohio
farm families have suffered

COLUMBUS tAP) - Gov
John J. Gilligan accused
President Nixon yesterday
of "an outrageous inversion
of national priorities" in
rejecting financial help for
weather-plagued
farmers
while ordering "an intensive
bombing spree" on North
Vietnam.

DOMINOS
352-5221
AUDITIONS
FOR

THE SIDE DOOR

crop losses totaling J2S0
million to 1300 million as a
result of cold and rainy
harvest weather, he said.
GILLIGAN SAID that last
week.
the
Nixon
administration ordered a
cut-off of low interest loans
for weather-stricken
farmers while at the same
time the U.S. lost IS B-52
bombers, at a cost of W
million each, in North
Vietnam
"I consider it morally
reprehensible for a national
administration to permit the
loss of American lives and
millions and millions of
dollars in some far-off Asian
country on the one hand,
then turn its back on

ii

millions of American
farmers..." he said.
Gilligan said that not only
has the federal government
rejected Ohio's request for
low interest loans, but that It
also has ignored appeals for
help for the state's farmers
in their efforts to obtain
propane gas for drying wet
crops. "We've been turned
down flat," the governor
said.

THE

GOVERNOR

brushed aside published
reports that the state may
use part of its 1972 federal
revenue sharing funds to
help with the farmers'
problems. The state's share
of those funds is about $72
million, of which 135 million

UA0
Yoga Lessons

January 9 and 10
6:00-8:00

begin Tues. - Jan. 9 - 7 to 8

Sign Up w U A 0 Office

Alumni Room, Union

has been received.
Gilligan said "that money
has been allocated for other
purposes. You will see our
proposals next week. It will
be used largely in the area of
one-shot capital improvements."

m

CAMPus

Women's
workshop
The Counseling Center is
sponsoring a three-session
workshop for and about
women.
Participants of the "For
Women Only Workshop"
will acquire a closer
relationship with themselves and the world around
them by bringing today's
women's values and life
styles into their own interests, said Dr. Nancy
Wygant. counseling psychologist.
The sessions will start
Monday. Jan 22, at 3:15
p.m. at the Counseling Center Interested women must
call the Counseling Center,
372 2081, before Jan. 10.

Nawsf*!s**kyJsMs*W.
Trrn •ait and of Commute* lot S, noor rho
Tochnology BMg., ho* boon dosignotod lot IA for
omampui vohtelos. Trto (hang* wos motto
bocauso Lot I could not occommodato the con of
on-iampui studonts.

Parking lot
change

■rr

8 lessons for $10.00
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copf

Sign up now UAO office!
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OPENING TIL 3 P.M. - ADULTS 31.00
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haae in Virginia.
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1 Wrap lor an
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Bridge Lessons
Begins-Wed., Jan. 10
7 to 9 Wayne Room. Union
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SIGN UP NOW!
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Lee
Paul
Marvin
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^"Pocket Money"
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UAO office 2-2343
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I tui. Ii name for
a French river.

.ii Fountain Ireal.
>7 Type of

33 Schedule.

monarch.
.19 Hare of entrv:

31 Ivy Leaguer*.
35 Wagon36
ni.ij.--u
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II Seam opener*.
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Brit. dial.
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IK Stretch mil.
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21 Broun October
<|uaftV
22 Find oul.
21 Healing.
II Urged foruard.
37 Line uf union.
38 Carapua gettogether*.
39 Telephone line
repairer.
to Snake* of India.
U Be or look like.
12 Gothic atyle of
lype.
II They nell jtluh-i1-.
.'•I

I't-I I .lIMIIIl!

hydrophobia.
I Ward lot I.
i Jack Hornet, for
one.
6 I'art of a wave.
7 Aaked.
8 High ground
9 In a line.
10 Not: Prefix.
11 Garment for
(ialeriur.
12 Type of ivpe:
Abbr.
II A uhale.
11 Song lyric*.
13 ( ily IN of He*
Moinei.
25 Egyptian
goddeii.

VI
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i'1
."»«
SI
SI
S3
Si
55
*>8
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i "inh form.
Of an anrienl
Indian tribe
I do life
Nominator.
Gardener'*
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Planet.
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PLAY IT AS IT LAYS' IS A SMASH HITI
II ranks high among the beat movies
I ve ever seen." ».. n„a srM*«— CM«»M«
•AN ORIGINAL WORK OF MOVII ART.*

'K^F5$S

i

y&\
i£g_

-M.r. •»«

"Beautifully performed by
Tuesday Weld and Anthony Parkins."
-M.r. Jim-

Mi IMPRESSIVE FILM."

-om num. Hwac-rv
—— IOIIIKI mw—mwemra

A FRANK PERRY FILM

••anav—

SCOOP NECK - LONG SLEEVE
FULL FASHIONED 100'v STRETCH
NYLON LEOTARDS & TIGHTS
BLACK ONLY
THE POWDER PUFF
525 RIDGE

~#s*>- CLaSSIFIED mn

AHTWWY PEIWIHS TUESDAY HTLD

PUY IT AS IT LAYS*
ISMUPUM lipanr

11NO*

IVI

> JO 9J0

SAI J SUN

I 140 S ?l> I 30 9 30

She knew he was her father..

now Contan M.>srs 352 6184

WE HAVE NO SUITES
LEFT AT CHERRY HILL
However there is room for
14 Individuals to share
Apartments
•
•
•
•
•

[Ml GROSS mvMii Vf RH0N PMC8IR fttwNn ^.fL

SEDUCTION
OFIXGA
...hw further misadvntyrmi

Facilities include
1 V2 Baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
INDOOR POOL

Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 HIGH ST.

352-6248
Mrs. It-It, 1-5. 7 11 Evity.ay but Had

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Sunday Jan 7.1973
Friday Jan S. 1973
Registration tor studrni contract bridge classes now Ihru
Wed Jan 10 Classes each Wed. beginning Jan 10. 7-Spm.
Wayne Room. Union lor I weeks In
includes
lectures, supervised play, instruction sheels \ prlies
Register UAOOdice. Union or call 372 2343
•Fiber", exhibition ot weaving. Fine Arts Bldg S-Spm
Campus Jewish Student Organization
Chapel

6 JOpm

"Fiber'' exhibition ol student weaving. Callery. Fine Arts
Bldg 2 5pm

Ride needed lo O.S.U today
anytime • will pay Call 3S271H
"T~
I'ELP WANTED
Part-time IBM Composer
operator call 372 0121 Larry
Reid
WANTED
J coeds wanted immediately
to live
in neighboring
homes Babysitting 4 light
housework in exchange tor
room ■ board. Traas.
needed 123 7SS1 or OMNI

Campus Bridge Club. 1 30pm. Ohio Suite. Union Open (o
all experienced bridge players either with or without a
partner
United Christian Fellowship. Ham. Sunday New Year s
service Recollection & Resolution

Prout

Saturday Jan*. 1973

RIDES

Bowling Green School ol Sell Delense. 6-8pm. 201 ("ayes
Pall Open to all University students, (acuity & stall

Local call
FOR SALE
—
For sale or trade IKS Dodge
school bus converted to
camper All new brakes, gas
furnace, lights and table top
«0ve Sleeps I Over 11200
invested Needs motor Will
sacrifice Ph 655 25511

Room, cooking pnveleges
115 week or child care 352
7650 alter I Ipm
Apl
lor 2 students or
_ working
girls
352-5586
afternoons

1 M needed

WAS

gt Cherry

Pill 352 9382
1 male roommate needed
University Village JS2-7167

Monday Jan 8.1973
Bowling Green Photo Club. 6pm. Capitol Room. Union

I large room 4 rent S10
week Call 3526154 i male i

Vietnam Veterans against the War. Spm. Wayne Room.
Union
Panasonic RS-820S I'M VM
stereo • 8 track recorder
with matching turntable 8
mos old Call 352-5381 after 5
Mobile home
8x40 ft
located across from the
Towers Ph 353-3031
SALE All earrings Tit pair
Mr Mushroom

IOJSO
trailer, air cond
8200 Hotel radio amplifier 2carpet 1 bedrms Call 3S2- 8110 Utah speakers 1 mo. old
704J alter 6pm
for 8360 or sell separate
Call 372-1983
sharp Mini-changer, wood
base 1 dust cover Made bv
69 VW good condition 8900
BS R 3 mos old 372-175*
Ph 353-4*85 after Spm
_

69VW sedan, auto super
price 8900 18300 under Blue
Book) dinged fenders but
otherwise
very
clean.
Engine jusl rebuilt Runs
perfect
Michehn radials
372-2350 or 353-4605
1971
Fiat 850 Spider
excellent condition 13.000
miles 814S5 352-0501
FOR RENT
NEEDED:
13
male
roommates to share apt 1
block from campus Call 3525680
Room for

rent

available

Need 1 girl with 3 girls in
large 2 bdrm apt Ph 3527365

F single or double Pn ent
own bath. kit. Prefer no
smoking 201 S College

Nice furn 2 bdrm mobile
home 12x60 525 Thurstin
opposite Towers S135 mo.
plus
elec.
&
gas.
Responsible persons only, no
pets 352-7484
Student rooms men • 1 vac.
kit rec rm pn. ent. 3531705
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To focus on personal growih

Sign ups,
seminars
to be held
The Career Planning and
Placement Office will hold
Ihree employment seminars
next week in 460 Student
Services Bldg. No previous
registration is required.
On Monday. Jan. 8 at I
p.m.. interviewing techniques will be discussed.
Credentials will be reviewed
at 4 p.m. on Tuesday. Jan. 9.
and resumes at 3 p.m.
Thursday. Jan. 10
Students may sign up for
interviews on the Monday of
the week proceeding the
week of the interview.
Sign up for non-school
schedules I business, government and graduate schools)
will be from 1130-130 p.m.
and school schedules from 4
5 p.m. in the forum. Student
Services Bldg
The first sign up for the
week of Jan 15-19 will be on
Monday. Jan 8. However
this sign up will be held on
the second floor of the Student Services Bldg., because
of a scheduling conflict

Self-search film series slated
•The Search for Self." a
film series produced by the
National
Psychomedia
Center, will be presented on
four successive Sundays.
Jan 14.21, and 28 and Feb. 4
at 7:30 p.m. in the Bowling
Green
High School
cafeteria.
The
series
is
a
combination
of
contemporary films and audience participation.
"NOT ONLY will the
audience be invited to share
their thoughts and feelings
about what they see. but in
some evenings they will
have the opportunity to
participate in a personal
experience led from the
screen.'' said Dr Melvin L.
Foulds. a psychologist at the
University
Counseling
Center and coordinator of
the program
Following the films, psychologists and counselors
will lead group discussions,
form panel discussions and
involve the audience in

KniMy Gritty, a thoft-lived business in
Bowling Green, hat dosed its doors for good.
A sign on the door asks that customers take
all returns and exchanges to Franklin Park
Marl.

experiential
sessions
focusing on personal growth.
Dr Foulds said
"The series deals with the
concerns and experiences of
people today in trying to
rediscover their humanity,
struggling to find their
identity and confronting the
challenges they face in a
changing society
"Among the subjects
covered by the films are
encounter
groups,
communal
living,
sensory
awareness, parapsychology,
bio-feedback,
meditation
and behaviorism."
Dr.
Foulds said
One of the films in the
series is
Why'*'' a
dramatization of
three
marathon therapy sessions
led by Dr Herb Goldberg, a
clinical psychologist in Los
Angeles. One member of the
group is O.J. Simpson, fullback for the Buffalo Bills
SHOWN ON THE SAME
evening will be "Potentially
Yours." a visit to five
growth centers, and "Your
Choice."
a film that

City safety head named
Mayor Charles E Bartlett
has named Fire Chief
I'oward Rutter to supervise
city police and fire departments
The appointment will go
into effect Thursday, Jan
11.
"Rutter will concentrate
his efforts toward continued

improvement of fire, police
and other safety services,
including bicycle safety
auxiliary police, animal
warden and parking services." Bartlett said
Bartlett said
Rutter s
appointment is designed to
provide a transition to the
Department
of Safety

authorized by the City
Charter.
THE
CHARTER,
approved in a special city
election last fall, becomes
effective Jan 1.1974.
Bartlett also announced
the appointment of Charles
E. Brough. 4181 Cygnet
Road. West Millgrove, as

captures highlights of a
discussion among people
who have just viewed
Why?" The film is an introduction to a live discussion
which will follow
In another film, "Come to
your Senses.'" producerdirector Bernard Gunther
leads a group of people
through a sensory awareness workshop
In the
second part of the film, the
audience participates in a
sensory
awakening
experience
The series also includes
--"Information
Processing." a film produced by
Psychology Today;
--"The Year of the Communes," a film narrated by
Rod Steiger which shows the
lives of people at nine
communes.
-"Psychics. Saints and
Scientists." a film of
parapsychology showing bio
feedback research.
--"Business. Behaviorism
and the Bottom Line." in
which Dr B.F Skinner discusses the application of
behavior modification and

Ihe implications in industry
and education;
-•"Childhood II.
which
documents a 48-hour
marathon nude encounter
experience.
--"Man Isn't Dying of
Thirst." a film exploring the
balance between reality and
illusion, sanity and insanity
and the possibilities of
effectively using LSD psychotherapy ,
-"We Pave No Art." with
Corita Kent
teaching
students to relearn how to
use their senses

Bowling Green.
AMARE is a growth
center which offers workshops and educational programs on self-directed personal learning, human
relation training and group
procedures.
Student tickets for the
film series are $8. They may
be purchased by writing
P.O. Box 108. Bowling Green
43402 or by contacting Dr.
Foulds. 330 Student Services
Bldg

THE SERIES is sponsored
by AMARE The Institute of
rum.in Rclatedness and The
Family Associates of

Cost for non-students is
812
For further information
contact The Family;
Associates at 352-5521

Peace group to meet
The BG People for Peace will meet Tuesday. Jan 9 at 8
P in in the Capital Room. Union
The recent U.S. bombing of North Vietnam will be
discussed, said Linda Barker, sophomore lA&S).
spokeswoman for the group
She said the BG People for Peace is now a campus
organization Questions about the organization may be sent
to Box 5. University Pall.

CULTURAL BOOST PRESENTS

city housing and zoning
inspector,
effective last
Tuesday
Brough
replaces Jack
Mowery, present housingzoning inspector and acting
street commissioner, who
will assume duties as fulltime street commissioner
Thursday. Jan 11

SEALS & CROFTS
SUNDAY-JAN. 21,1973

U.A.O. CAMPUS FLICKS
Anderson Arena

8:00 p.m.
THE OMEGA MAN, with Charlton Heston, at7:00
THE SUMMER OF '42, plus cartoon, at 9:30

$

1.00 plus
I.D. each

Tickets Are Now On Sale At The Union Ticket Office
l

2.50 - Cultural Boost Members - l3.50 - Non-Members

Friday and Saturday, January 5 & 6,1973 in Main Aud., U. Hall

FRATERNITY
RUSH

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS
WE GIVE YOU 10 BLANK 8-TRACK STEREO TAPE
CARTRIDGES TO START YOUR SOUND LIBRARY

ALL HOUSES WILL
BE OPEN SUNDAY, JAN. 7
FROM
7:00 - 9:00

WITH ELECTROPHONICS NEW 8-TRACK PLAY/RECORD
AM/ FIY1 STEREO SOUND LIBRARY SYSTEM

"See what the
FRATERNITY SYSTEM
HAS TO
OFFER"

ELECTROPHONIC BSR total home stereo entertainment system
complete with built-in 8-TRACK tape stereo PLAY RECORD system, deluxe BSR 4-speed with cueing
turntable, AM/FM PM multiplex radio, 100 watts IPPamplifier... only

$19995

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
*54 VALUE BONUS OFFER
to help you start your sound library
with each purchase, besides 10 blank 8-TRACK
stereo tape cartridges, you get
lsat of »ter%o headphones, 2 microphones

HURRY IN WHILE THEY LAST!
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Cagers fall to Bearcats;
invade Miami tomorrow
By Kr.iy Whllr
Assists*! Sports Editor
CINCINNATI-The high-scoring duo
"I Cincinnati's Lloyd Batts and Dcrrek
Dickey combined lor 44 points as the
Bearcats tromped the Falcons 100-70
last night before 5.637 patrons at IIC's
Armory Field House
Batts. the junior guard (or the
Bearcats, was like a firecracker in the
first half, as he connected on 11 of 15
field goal attempts, good for 22 points
If is sidekick Dickey, who is
Cincinnati's 14th leading all-time
scorer, played a strong inside game
and hit 15 first-half points
He finished the game with 22 points
after playing sparingly in the second
half
CINCINNATI CAME out running
from the opening tipoff and never gave
BG a chance to get their forces
together
After quickly falling behind 11-0, DC
tried vainly to catch the torrid
shooting Bearcats
The Kalcons threw a zone defense at
Cincinnati in an effort to curtail the hot
shooting Batts and Dickey.
But it proved useless, as Cincinnati
finished the first half with 24 field
goals out of 48 tries for 50 per cent
Jeff Montgomery, who was the
Falcons' biggest offensive threat in the
game, scored 16 points before the
intermission as BG tried to overcome
the Bearcats' 10-poinl spread
Montgomery finished the night with
a game high 25 markers

BATTS AND DICKEY were BG's
lormenters as they kept the young
Kalcons off both boards and started
Cincinnati's running game with their
quick outlet passes
Watching the game from the
sidelines for the first time this year
was 6' 10" pivot man Skip Howard, who
i Mlcd an aggravating groin injury
With Howard not playing, coach Pat
Haley called to Bowling Green earlier
in the day for freshman forward Andre
Kichardson. in an effort to give the
Falcons another big man. But the 6'8"
Kichardson could not handle the
likes of Cincinnati's duo i Halts and
Dickey).
The closest HG got to Cincinnati was
114-28 in the first half, before Balls and
Dickey shot the lights out of the
Falcons' zone defense
Early in the second half, after the
Bearcats broke to a 68-46 lead over the
Kalcons. Cincy coach Gale Catlett
cleared his bench
THE FALCONS, who are now 3-4.
will travel to Oxford. Ohio this
Saturday for a 3 p.m. conference
showdown with Miami University
Both teams are 1-0 in MAC competition
and the winner will become the
conference leader
The Id il k in own a 7-2 ledger so lar
this year, with both of their losses
coming on the road. Their losses have
("ill to Jacksonville and Purdue.
Thyc are the best team in the
conference, because Ohio University
and Toledo are not playing up to their

expectations.'' coach Haley said.
Six-foot Phil l.umpkin is the main
cog in the Kedskins' attack as he runs
and controls their offense.
The Kalcons must also beware of
Hich Hampton, who has come on
strong for the Kedskins in their last
four games
Six-foot seven-inch Hampton is
Miami's lop rebounder and is a strong
inside player who takes the ball
directly to the hoop
DRAWING HIS first starting
assignment against BG will be Dave
Klmorc. The 6' 10" center transferred
from Duke University.
"We will try a man-to-man defense
on them (Miami I because we match up
to them pretty well," Haley said
"The Kedskins are typical of their
previous teams, because they run good
offensive patterns, shoot well and
make very few mistakes on defense."
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Providence, BG icers clash
By Fred R Ortlip, Sparta Editor
The Bowling Green icers can derive
some satisfaction out of playing at
home this weekend when they host
Eastern conference power Providence

College in a pair of 7:30 p.m. matches
at the Ice Arena
After running up a six-game losing
skein over the last month-the last four
losses coming on the road-the Falcon
skaters will try to avoid tying a team
futility record against the Friars.
A loss tonight will tie the 1969 70
standard for seven consecutive
setbacks.
BUT COACH Jack Vivian and team,
now 4-12. are not thinking about that
The consolation of playing at home is
that BG is 4-3 at the Ice Arena compared to 0-9 on the road
And the Kalcons have that '69-70
season in the backs of their minds,
when they went 9-0-4 in their last 13
games to finish wilhu 13-12-5 record
Bowling Green's last win-a 4-3
decision over Western Ontario Dec 2was the team's 100th as a club and varsity
"We're gonna crack the 100 jinx
this weekend." Vivian said "We're
starting back at one
VIVIAN ADDED that the team attitude is "definitely better
"They know they're a better team
than what their record indicates and
they're ready to prove it "
The Falcon coach said he is the one
who should shoulder any criticism

after the team's poor season
"I made the schedule despite our
youth and I should be the one who is
baptized," Vivian said
I did it with
foresight to the future
"I CERTAINLY haven't lost faith A
lot of people have but I haven't I'm
reassuring them (the teami of that I
know they're getting constant abuse
away from the rink and, granted, some
of the guys aren't carrying their load
But you can do only that much i criticizing) "
Vivian added that perhaps he has
given the players too much benefit ol
the doubt, something that will end this
weekend
Tonight marks the second meeting
between Providence and Bowling
Green, the first in BG The Friars won
the first game. 5-2, in the 1969-70 RP1
Holiday Tournament
"They're every bit as good as New
Hampshire and Brown." Vivian said
"It's no breather "
BG SPLIT WITH New Hampshire. 5
7 and 3-2. and lost to Brown. 5-4 New
Hampshire has beaten Providence. 8-7.
in overtime
The Friars, coached by Lou
I.amonello. were ranked 10th in the
East in a preseason poll Mike Marvell
and John Yerxa are the team's top

defensemen. Sean Shanahan and Gary
Williamson are offensive threats.
BG hack-liner Roger Archer will
miss the weekend series after undergoing surgery to remove scat tissue
and blood clots in his calf He's
expected to return for the St Louis
series next weekend

Ticket info
A student ID ticket exchange continues today in Memorial Hall for the
Falcons vs Providence hockey series
tonight and Saturday
As of 8 am today, 731 exchange
tickets were still available for
tonight s game, and 768 were left for
Saturday night
General admission and reserved seat
tickets are also on sale today in
Memorial Hall General admission
tickets are priced at $1 i students I and
11.50 (public), while all reserved seats
are $2
Tickets will also be sold at the gate
Faceoff time at the Ice Arena for both
games is 7:30 p.m and the gates will
open at 6 30
Student athletic IDs for hockey and
basketball are on sale at the Memorial
Hall ticket office, priced at $5 for
hockey and S3 for basketball

Swimmers face Cincy
By Ed Hobson
Staff Writer

Save

BG goalie Don Boyd MVOI a .hot an goal whh dofonsomon Jim Uttiead (M)
protect* him from a ponlfaU tobound attorns* by an Oftwoifi
lachoad and tho Fokont host Providence tonight and tomorrow

Not suffering from a lack of competition. Bowling Green's swim team will
face the University of Cincinnati
tomorrow
Coach Tom Slubbs has termed the
Bearcats as probably the toughest
team in the state.
"Cincinnati is tough as nails," said

Grapplers open with tough Oil
By Dan Caiseday
Assistant Sports Editor
You can hardly blame wrestling
coach Bruce Bellard for not being
optimistic about starling the dual
season on a winning note
The Falcon grapplers open Mid
American Conference wrestling action
tomorrow night at 8 when they travel

to the Convocation (enter in Athens.
Ohio for a contest with Ohio University
The
Bobcats
are three time
defending MAC champions and were
ninth. 11tli and eighth in the last three
NCAA meets They've produced five
all Americans in that span and return
six place-winners from last season's
conference meet

Sink honored
Sid Sink, the University s nine lime
All-American in track and cross
country, has been named one ol the five
winners of the Today's Top Five Stu
dent-Athlete Awards presented by the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
Sink will be saluted at the NCAA honors luncheon on Jan 12 at the association s annual January convention in
Chicago
Sink was a three-time cross country
and six-time track All-American He
established the American and col-

legiate record in the steeplechase in
1971 and was the NCAA indoor twomile champion in 1972 and a two-time
champion in the steeplechase in 1970
and 1971
Last spring. Sink was named a winner ot a $1,000 post-graduate scholarship Irom the NCAA He is currently
enrolled as a graduate student in health
and physical education at BG
Only seniors of the preceding
calendar year were eligible for the
Today's Top Five Student-Athlete
Awards

"On paper they're the toughest team
in the league again, dual meet-wise."
Bellard said "At this stage we're not
anywhere near ready to meet them.
We've got more problems than you can
shake a stick at."
THE 20-YEAR BG mat mentor was
referring for the most part to the physical condition of the Bobcats compared to the Falcons.
Ol' lost dual meets to Big Ten powerhouses Michigan and Michigan State
before Christmas vacation but
competed in two tournaments over the
holidays, the Southern Open in
Chattanooga, Tenn., and the Wilkes.
Pa . tourneyOn the other hand, the Falcons have
only participated in a triangular meet
with John Carroll and Ohio State and in
a takedown tournament at Denison.
both before fall quarter break BG was
third in the triangular and was unofficial team champion at the takedown
tourney, at which no team trophy was
presented
There was no competition over
Christmas break, however, which puts
the Falcons at a competitive disadvantage with OU

"PERSONALLY. 1 cant condone
what those iOU> kids had to do over
vacation." assistant coach Phil
McCartney said They wrestled in
tournaments on Dec 22. 23. 28 and 29
"However.that's the price you pay
when you go big-time, and they're
doing a pretty good job of it, " he said.
The best of the Bobcats are the six
who placed in the MAC meet last year.
However, one. Barry Rieghard.
defending 190-pound champ, is out with
an injury
Back to torment league foes again
are Rich Panella (1261. Bob Tscholl
(158). Curt Blank d77i. Russ Johnson
■ 190' and K ii ss Ha nil, i tHVYI.
Panella was third in the MAC a year
ago. Blank and Ranno were second,
and Tscholl and Johnson were champions Tscholl. Blank and Johnson
wrestled a weight lower at the league
meet.
Bellard said tomorrows match
won t be like last year. 36-8 I think
our upper weights will hold up "
The Falcons will be hurt, though,
with the loss of regulars John Jacquot
iHVYi and Joe Kosch H26i. who are
academically ineligible to compete

Stubbs "It's solid throughout and
extremely tough in every event "
The Bearcats have a record of 1-1.
losing to perennial national powerhouse Indiana in their opener and then
defeating Ohio State. The victory over
OSU was the first ever by Cincinnati in
the annual series
"CINCY HAS graduated some good
swimmers, but its new freshmen are
even better." Stubbs said
The Bearcats usually have first pick
of the swimmers from Cincinnati St
Xavier. Ohio's high school swimming
powerhouse
This year their new crop of St.
Xavier standouts
include
Dick
McCarthy, a distance specialist, and
Bill Keating, a good all-around
swimmer

Although Stubbs believes BG will be
totally outclassed by Cincinnati, he
said the Falcons may have a chance to
do fairly well in the sprint events.
LAST DEC. 9, the swimmers opened
their dual meet season on a losing note,
losing to Eastern Michigan. 75-38.
One bright spot for BG was Dave

Kyland. with victories in the 1,000 and
500-yard freestyle*.
Ryland swam the 1.000-yard event in
10:34.0 and was clocked ai 5 06 3 in the
500.
Ryiand's times were very good at
this time in the year." Stubbs said
Joe Klebowski also managed a victory in the 50-yard freestyle, sprinting
the distance in 24.4
SECOND PLACE finishes were
recorded by Larry Cook in the 200-yard
freestyle. Tom Wolff in the 200-yard individual medley. Ron Rinaldi in the
200-yard butterfly. Steve Breithaupt in
the
100-yard
freestyle. Mike
Scheanwald in the 200-yard backstroke
and Bill Wittenmyer in the 200-yard
breaststroke
Dave Thomas. Jeff Deeren. Wayne
Chester and Roy Wright all managed
third place finishes
The tankers were dealt a blow with
the coming of fall quarter grades
Freshman backstroke ace Mike
Scheanwald will be ineligible for the
winter quarter.
"Losing Scheanwald will hurt us a
lot. but we had a team meeting and
everybody is very determined at doing
the best we can. Stubbs said

'Swans' plan show
The Swan Club, the women s
synchronized swimming team, will
give its annual show at the Ice Arena
April 26. 27 and 28
The club also plans to compete in the
Mid-American
synchronized swim
meet against 10 other teams in Mav

Members of this year's team include
Kay Siegal. Sally Frisch. Nancy
Rarey. Debbe Cole. Sherry Mossman.
JoAnne Hunt. Debbie Coyle. Linda
Tilsinger. Mary Marino. Ann Thomas,
Linda Stephenson. Amy Krause. Amy
Dutan and Nancy Witner

